Excessive alcohol consumption is one of the main causes of death and disability worldwide. Alcohol consumption is a heritable complex trait. We conducted a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of alcohol use in ~480,000 people of European descent to decipher the genetic architecture of alcohol intake. We identified 46 novel, common loci, and investigated their potential functional significance using magnetic resonance imaging data, gene expression and behavioral studies in Drosophila. Our results identify new genetic pathways associated with alcohol consumption and suggest common genetic mechanisms with several neuropsychiatric disorders including schizophrenia.
1 0 0 variants. Using weights from our analysis, we constructed an unbiased weighted 1 0 1 genetic risk score (GRS) in Airwave (Online Methods) and found a strong 1 0 2 association of the novel and known variants on alcohol consumption levels (P = 2.75 1 0 3
x 10 -14 ), with mean difference in sex-adjusted alcohol intake of 2.6 g/d comparing the 1 0 4 top vs the bottom quintile of the GRS ( Supplementary Table 7 ).
1 0 5 1 0 6
Associations with MRI imaging phenotypes 1 0 7
We performed single-SNP analyses of the imaging phenotypes in UKB (Online 1 0 8
Methods) to investigate associations of our novel variants with MRI of brain 1 0 9
(N=9,702), heart (N=10,706) and liver (N=8,479). With Bonferroni correction 1 1 0 (corrected P-value 6.6 x 10 -6 , corresponding to 0.05/46 SNPs*164 imaging 1 1 1 phenotypes), we found significant positive associations between rs13107325 and the 1 1 2 volumes of multiple brain regions; the strongest associations were with putamen (left: 1 1 3 P = 2.5 x 10 -45 , right: P = 2.8 x 10 -47 ), ventral striatum (left: P = 9.5 x 10 -53 , right: P = 1 1 4 9.6 x 10 -51 ) and cerebellum (strongest association for left I-IV volume; P = 1.2 x 10 -9 ) 1 1 5
( Supplementary Table 8 ); similar findings were also recently reported in a GWAS 1 1 6 on brain imaging in UKB 34 . The other significant association was for rs1991556 with 1 1 7 the parahippocampal gyrus (P = 1.2 x 10 -6 ).
1 1 8
We then tested these brain regions for association with alcohol consumption and 1 1 9
found a significant effect for the left (P = 2.0 x 10 -4 ) and right (P = 2.6 x 10 -4 ) 1 2 0
putamen. Finally, we used data from N= 8,610 individuals and performed a mediation 1 2 1 analysis using a standard three-variable path model, bootstrapping 10,000 times to 1 2 2 calculate the significance of the mediation effect of putamen volume for genetic 1 2 3 influences on alcohol consumption (Online Methods). We found evidence that the 1 2 4 effect of SNP rs13107325 in SLC39A8 on alcohol intake is partially mediated via its 1 2 5 association with left (beta=-0.27; P = 1.9 x 10 -3 ) and right (beta=-0.26; P = 1.7 x 10 -3 ) 1 2 6 putamen volume ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 9 ).
2 7
We did not find any significant associations of novel SNPs with either cardiac (left 1 2 8 ventricular mass or end diastolic volume or right ventricular end diastolic volume) 1 2 9
( Supplementary Table 10 ) or liver fat measures on MRI ( Supplementary Table   1 3 0 11), after adjustment for multiple testing.
1 3 1
Effects of SNPs on gene expression
1 3 2
We carried out expression quantitative trait loci eQTL analyses using the Genotype-1 3 3
Tissue Expression (GTEx) and the UK Brain Expression Consortium (UKBEC) 1 3 4 datasets; 34 of the 53 novel and known SNPs associated with alcohol consumption 1 3 5
have a significant effect on gene expression in at least one tissue, including 33 SNPs 1 3 6 that affected gene expression in the brain ( Supplementary Tables 12 and 13 , and 1 3 7 Supplementary Fig. 1-4) . We found that the most significant eQTLs often do not 1 3 8
involve the nearest gene and that several of the SNPs affect expression of different 1 3 9 genes in different tissues (Supplementary Fig. 4) . For example, SNP rs1991556 in 1 4 0 the MAPT gene affects expression of 33 genes overall, with most significant effects 1 4 1 on the expression of the non-protein coding genes CRHR1-IT1 (also known as 1 4 2 C17orf69 or LINC02210) and LRRC37A4P, near MAPT, across a wide range of 1 4 3 tissues including brain, adipose tissue and skin (P = 7.2 x 10 -126 to P = 2.5 x 10 -6 ) 1 4 4 ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . Similarly, the A-allele at SNP rs2071305 within MYBPC3 1 4 5 affects the expression of several genes and is most significantly associated with 1 4 6 increased expression of C1QTNF4 across several tissues (P = 1.9 x 10 -25 to P = 8.4 x 1 4 7 10 -5 ).
1 4 8 and fasting insulin levels (r g = -0.25, P = 4.5 x 10 -6 ). A significant genetic correlation 1 7 0 was also found with schizophrenia (r g = 0.07, P = 3.9 x 10 -3 ) and bipolar disorder (r g = 1 7 1 0.15, P = 5.0 x 10 -4 ) ( Supplementary Table 14 ). Over-representation enrichment 1 7 2 analysis using WebGestalt 41 showed that our list of novel and known variants are 1 7 3 significantly enriched in several diseases and traits including developmental disorder 1 7 4 in children (P < 7.3 x 10 -5 ), epilepsy (P < 1.4 x 10 -4 ), heroin dependence (P = 5.7 x10 -1 7 5 4 ) and schizophrenia (P < 8.4 x 10 -4 ) ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). flies (Fig. 4a) . We next used the same Gal4-driver to knock down the endogenous 1 9 0
Drosophila ortholog of hZip8, namely dZip71B. This caused the flies to display naïve 1 9 1 sensitivity to ethanol-induced sedation, and in addition, these flies developed greater 1 9 2 tolerance to ethanol upon repeat exposure (P = 0.0003; N = 8 per genotype) ( Fig. 4b ).
9 3
To corroborate this phenotype, we then tested flies transheterozygous for two 1 9 4 independent transposon-insertions in the middle of the dZip71B gene 1 9 5 3 8 regard, large prospective epidemiological studies report a three-fold risk of 2 3 9 schizophrenia in relation to alcohol abuse 53 .
4 0
We previously reported genome-wide significant associations of alcohol intake with 2 4 1 KLB, and identified a liver-brain axis linking the liver hormone FGF21 with central 2 4 2 regulation of alcohol intake involving β -Klotho receptor (the gene product of KLB) in 2 4 3 the brain 5 . Here, we identify a significant variant near FGF21 gene and strongly 2 4 4 replicate the previously reported KLB gene variant, strengthening the genetic evidence 2 4 5
for the importance of this pathway in regulating alcohol consumption.
4 6
The LD score regression analysis showed a positive genetic correlation between and risk of alcohol-related cancers 59 because of limited availability of summary data.
5 7
However, our gene-set enrichment analysis showed a significant enrichment for genes 2 5 8 related to abdominal cancers.
Strengths of our study include its size, detailed attention to the alcohol phenotype, 2 6 0 dense coverage of the genome through imputation, incorporation of brain and other 2 6 1
imaging data to explore potential mechanisms and confirmatory Drosophila 2 6 2 functional genetic studies. Over 80% of the data came from UKB, which combines 2 6 3 high-quality phenotypic data and imputed genome-wide genetic data with strict 2 6 4 attention to quality control 60 . We adopted a stringent approach to claim novel variants 2 6 5 involving a conservative P-value threshold, internal replication in UKB and consistent 2 6 6 direction of effect with the other studies, to minimize the reporting of false positive 2 6 7 signals.
6 8
However, since alcohol intake is socio-culturally as well as genetically determined, it 2 6 9
is influenced by other lifestyle and environmental factors which may modify or dilute 2 7 0 the genetic signal. A key limitation is that assessment of alcohol intake relies on self-2 7 1 report, which is prone to errors and biases including recall bias and systematic under-2 7 2
reporting by heavy drinkers 61,62 . Furthermore, questionnaires on alcohol intake 2 7 3 covered a short duration (e.g. day or week) at a single period, which may not be 2 7 4
representative of broader drinking patterns of cohort participants. We harmonized data 2 7 5 across cohorts by converting alcohol intake into a common metric of g/d, with 2 7 6 imputation as necessary in UKB for participants reporting consumption of small 2 7 7 amounts of alcohol. Taking this approach, we were able to detect strong genetic 2 7 8
associations with alcohol intake that explained 7% of the variance in alcohol in an 2 7 9 independent cohort, while our GRS analysis indicates that individuals in the lower 2 8 0 fifth of the GRS distribution were consuming daily approximately one third of a 2 8 1 standard drink (2.6 g/d alcohol) less compared with those in the upper fifth.
8 2
In summary, in this large study of genetic associations with alcohol consumption, we 2 8 3 identified common variants in 46 novel loci with several of the genes expressed in the 2 8 4 brain as well as other tissues. Our findings suggest that there may be common genetic AF12-NEUR0008-01 -WM2NA, and ANR-12-SAMA-0004), the Fondation de 
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4 0
Subsequent data analysis was performed in R (http://www.R-project.org/).
4 1
We carried out over-representation enrichment analysis using the list of 146 GTEx Brain MRI acquisition and pre-processing 7 5 4
We used the T1 data from UKB to elucidate volumetric brain structures, including the 7 5 5 cortical and the sub-cortical areas. The T1 data were acquired and pre-processed Diedrichsen cerebellar atlas 75 (http://www.diedrichsenlab.org/imaging/propatlas.htm).
5 9
FAST (FMRIB's Automated Segmentation Tool) 76 was then used to estimate the grey 7 6 0 matter partial volume within each brain region. Subcortical region volumes were also 7 6 1 modelled by using FIRST (FMRIB's Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool).
6 2
More details about the MRI scanning protocol and pre-processing has been provided We performed association analyses on N = 9,705 individuals between all novel SNPs 7 6 7 and the grey matter volume of brain regions using Pearson correlation, adjusting for 7 6 8 age, age 2 , sex, age × sex, age 2 × sex, and head size. All, brain volume features, log 7 6 9 transformed alcohol intake data (g/d), and the confounders were firstly transformed by 7 7 0 using a rank-based inverse Gaussian transformation. Significance levels were set at P 7 7 1 < 0.05 adjusted using the false-discovery rate method for multiple comparisons. To assess if the effect of a SNP on alcohol consumption is mediated through a brain 7 7 5 region, we performed a single-level mediation analysis based on a standard three-7 7 6 variable path model (SNP-brain region-alcohol consumption) with corrected and 7 7 7 accelerated percentile bootstrapping 10,000 times to calculate the significance of the 7 7 8 mediation effect. We considered as mediator variable the grey matter volume of brain 7 7 9
regions that had a significant association on alcohol consumption. We calculated the To test associations between cardiac MRI measures and alcohol consumption-related 8 0 5
SNPs, we carried out a regression of LVM, LVEDV, LVEF, RVEDV, and RVEF Liver MRI acquisition and pre-processing 8 1 2
Details of the liver image acquisition protocol have been reported previously 81 .
1 3
Briefly, all participants were scanned in a Siemens MAGNETOM Aera 1.5-T MRI 8 1 4
scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) using a 6-minute dual-echo 8 1 5
Dixon Vibe protocol, providing a water and fat separated volumetric data set for fat 8 1 6
and muscle covering neck to knees. For liver proton density fat fraction (PDFF) 8 1 7
quantification, an additional single multi-echo gradient slice was acquired over the 8 1 8
liver. Liver images were analysed by computing specific ROI for water, fat and T2* 8 1 9
by magnitude-based chemical shift technique with a 6-peak lipid model, correcting for 8 2 0
T1 and T2* 8 2 1 8 2 2
Association Analyses 8 2 3 8 2 4
We performed association analyses between 46 alcohol consumption-related SNPs 8 2 5
and liver PDFF (%), from 8,372 samples, using a linear regression model adjusting 8 2 6
for age, age 2 , sex, T2D, BMI, genotyping chip and first three PCs. Liver PDDF was 8 2 7
firstly transformed by using a rank-based inverse transformation. Significance levels 8 2 8
were set at P < 0.05 adjusted using the false-discovery rate method for multiple 8 2 9
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